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Born to define reward
tokens, again.

Join our Telegram community for the
latest news about AvaxUP
t.me/AvaxUP_Official

Welcome to AvaxUP Reward token of the future!

AvaxUP, the first automatic rebasing
token that is programmed to keep
the chart constantly in a uptrend
and also distributes Avalanche
rewards to the holders.
Join us on our journey to the number
1 trending spots!
#AvaxUP - It just flies.
www.avaxup.io

Healthy and rewarding.
- AvaxUP Tokenomics

AvaxUP tokenomics can be adjusted
to accommondate the best
outcome to the holders.
5% Avalanche Rewards
3% Liquidity
6% Marketing & Buyback
1% Ecosystem

Magical Marketing Rebase explained
+

In short, rebase is used as an
marketing aid and it does not affect
the value of your tokens. Don’t be
afraid, we are not here to steal your
cookies.

Rebase is an increase or decrease in
the total supply of a given token across
all holding pools and all wallets. This is
done in order to adjust the token price,
without affecting the value of anyone’s
share of coins.
This can be beneficial as the chart will
always look healthy regardless of dips
and we can be on the top gainers parts
of websites due to the illusion of a rise
in price floor so is a brilliant marketing
tool in itself.

The road ahead Initial phases of AvaxUP
+ Phase 1
- Stealth Presale
- PancakeSwap Launch
- 500 holders reached
- Stickerpack released
- International communities
- Coinsniper, Coinhunt, WatcherGuru

+ Phase 2
- CoinGecko application & listing
- Whitepaper update
- Poocoin banners & influencers
- 2,000 holders and CMC application
- Meme contest + Giveaways
- Admin dashboard live, testing phase

+ Phase 3
- CoinmarketCap listing
- Logo on TrustWallet & BSCScan
- TechRate Contract Audit
- Community Events
- AMAs
- Various Partnerships

+ Phase 4
- Public Dashboard live
- Advertising Campaign expansion
- News Articles (e.g Yahoo Finance)
- Brand Enchancements
- 25,000 Holders
- Staking & Certik Partnership

